
EBnet 3-D Virtual Expo & 

Conference 2021 
CONFERENCE FORMAT & EXHIBITOR AGREEMENT 

 

VENUE: 3-D Virtual environment inside a computer 
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Conference Duration and Content 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 1 

Exhibition Hall 

opens, allowing 

conference 

attendees to visit the 

various stands and 

start collecting 

points to unlock 

presentations and 

other content. 

Remains open 24 

hours till the end of 

day 5. 

DAY 2 

Exhibition hall 

remains open for 

attendees to view 

exhibitor stands and 

pre-recorded 

presentations. 

No time limits. 

The more stand 

visits, the more 

points are scored.  

The top 3 scoring 

presentations. 

DAY 3 

Exhibition Hall still 

open. 

Live Webinar session 

from  

09h00 – 11h00 

followed by more 

free time to visit 

Exhibition Hall and 

view exhibitor stands 

and pre-recorded 

industry topic 

presentations. 

attendees qualify for 

prizes. DAY 4 

Exhibition hall 

remains open for 

attendees to view 

exhibitor stands and 

pre-recorded 

presentations. 

No time limits. 

The more stand 

visits, the more 

points are scored.  

The top 3 scoring 

attendees qualify for 

prizes. 

DAY 5 

Exhibition hall 

remains open for 

attendees to view 

exhibitor stands and 

pre-recorded 

presentations. 

Conference closes at 

17h00 at the end of 

day 5. 
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About EBnet 
 

EBnet is South Africa's only independent digital retirement industry learning and knowledge portal. 

Through its multi-media approach, EBnet has become a key open source of information for thousands 

of people in the industry. At its core is a strategy that revolves around gathering and publishing the 

latest information and research in one, easily accessible location.  

As a central knowledge portal with wide-ranging topics of news and information, the EBnet website is 

visited by over 14,000 people monthly. Our social media distribution of our weekly industry news 

reaches out to over 450,000 people across our different affinity groups on LinkedIn and Twitter. 

All these contacts will be invited to our conference. 
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In 2018, EBnet was awarded the Imbasa Yegolide 

Communications and Marketing Provider of the Year in 

recognition for its contribution and advancements to 

communication, education and marketing of different services 

and service providers in the retirement industry. 

As a result of its unique presence and broad attraction to industry 

stakeholders, EBnet has become a valuable platform for industry 

organisations and service providers wishing to share industry 

specific news, information and research. 

EBnet services include: 

• Submission of news articles for daily publishing 

• Sponsorship of newsletters to EBnet database and Social Media affiliates 

• Advertising and branding opportunities on EBnet 

• Listing in company directory 

• Advertising conferences and events on EBnet website 

In an exciting development for the pensions industry in South and 

Southern Africa, in December 2019, EBnet acquired Pensions 

World SA Magazine.  

Pensions World SA is a quarterly journal that includes articles 

from employee benefit practitioners throughout the spectrum of organisations in the pensions 

industry. 

This enablement further steps up the entire digitisation of the now combined Pension World / EBnet 

market presence to unrivalled levels in this unique segment to the benefit of our readers and 

advertisers alike and we are excited by the new opportunities this brings to the retirement industry 

and its stakeholders 
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The shift to digital 
 

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the world has been profound and has introduced 
many new challenges and methodologies how to cope in this completely new environment. 
 

In South Africa, the impact has been severely felt by all citizens and business alike. 
 
Having been one of the quick-movers to impose a lock-down on the 26th of March 2020, we’ve 
been backwards and forwards facing different waves of severity with accompanying changing 
levels of lockdown. What we optimistically thought would be resolved within a year, has 
continued to be a challenge to this day and a return to conferencing the way we were used 
to still seems a distant future reality. 
 
Solutions like Zoom and MS Teams became overnight superstars as the world grappled to find 
digital ways of engagement. The downside however is that we all quickly became fatigued by 
the constant on-line meetings filling your diary wall-to-wall with often little or no gaps in-
between! 
 
Hosting conferences also became a huge dilemma as the solutions most organizers gravitated 
towards was the same on-line meeting platforms but with now several hundred participants 
on line at the same time, a sure challenge for platform stability and people engagement. 
 
To make things sound more high-tech and attractive, almost all of these organizers referred 
to their conferences as “virtual” conferences. Technically speaking, these conferences should 
rather be called “on-line” conferences as they contain normal website-like pages with content 
displayed in a flat format on them. 
 

 
 
A “virtual” conference in the true sense, is one that digitally mimics a real-world experience 
and were participants enter into a digitally created immersive environment wherein they can 
navigate around as they would have done at a real-world event. 
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This concept forms part a new technology trend called “Gamification”. 
 
Adopting to using the new technology is challenging and in 2020 EBnet took a leap of faith in 
this direction when COVID 19 confronted us to re-think our conference strategy. We were the 
first to adopt this technology in the South African retirement industry landscape and had no 
similar examples to rely on. 
 
Having to create a digital environment for our venue, we opted for what many view as the 
destination of dreams; SPACE – just ask a few well-known billionaires about some of their 
passions.  
 
In 2020, our venue took the form of a huge spaceship, travelling in space and to which our 
attendees after logging in were shuttled to by a “Space Uber”.  
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Upon arrival, attendees ended up in a big exhibition hall with 20 exhibitor stands lined around 
the perimeter of the venue and a series of pre-recorded speaker booths centered along the 
middle. 
 

 
 
The conference was initially scheduled to span 3 days only (24 – 26 August 2020) but late on 
Wednesday afternoon, after receiving several requests to keep the portal open, the 
conference was extended to Friday 28 August 2020. 
 
The conference was attended by 437 visitors and total stand visits of 798 were registered, 
meaning several individuals returned to certain stands a multiple of times.  
 

 
 
 
The graphs below show the number of visitors per stand over the 5 days as well as the 
interaction rate these visitors had with the various stands and the elements (video, brochures 
and business cards) contained therein. 
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The 2020 Virtual conference was undoubtedly a huge success and bears testament to the 
increased user engagement levels that can be expected from this type of gamification-
orientated event. 
 
 
 
 

EBnet is repeating this concept in 2021 by hosting yet another 3-D virtual 
conference and covering a variety of the latest retirement industry related 
topics and trends on the menu.  
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2021 Conference Format 

 
It’s like going to any real-life venue, except, it’s done in a 3D rendered environment (this year 
our virtual venue is on the inside of a PC) where the conference attendees will register on-
line, log into a website that will be the registration desk and from there navigate into the 
conference venue itself. 
 

       
         

Exhibitor stands, a networking lounge and presentation areas are all situated inside the venue 
and conference attendees can move around freely to any of these. Each stand visit and 
interaction with items in the stands will earn them points which accumulate and unlock more 
content. 
 

 
 

The more stand visits, the more points gathered, the more content is unlocked. The 3 
attendees with the highest number of points at the end of the 5-day conference will win very 
attractive prizes.   

The gamification methodology offers major advantages over other online conferences as it 
provides incentives to attendees and a working methodology to ensure stand visits by 
attendees, an aspect welcomed by stand sponsors.  
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Exhibitor Stands  
 

In keeping with the theme of the digital venue, stands have been created out of computer 
components. 

 

Exhibitors have the following items on display / functionality at their stands: 

1. Logo 
2. Video 
3. Website link 
4. Brochure download 
5. Business Card download 
6. Chat function (only available at pre-set hours in the day) 

Exhibitors may also qualify for a pre-recorded presentation topic on a chosen industry-related 
subject that will be viewable in the pre-recorded presentation room. 

Please discuss with EBnet should you wish to present on a topic. 

 

Networking Lounge 

In addition to the chat-function at stands, a networking lounge will also be open for anyone 
who want to converse with fellow attendees. 

 

Participants can enter the lounge and log onto a general chat on an open blog page. They can 
also subsequently pair off for private conversations. 
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Notice Board (sponsored slots available) 

A wall-size notice board is situated above the networking lounge for exhibitors to display 
notices on and call for attendees to visit their stands. It can also be used for general 
Advertisements and will be looping continually from Monday 25 Oct – Friday 29 October and 
is visible from inside the entire exhibition hall. 

 

 

Live event (points needed to unlock) 

Attendees can join the live event on the Tuesday between 09h00 – 11h00 and listen to our 2 
guest speakers. This will take place in a separate event room accessible inside the exhibition 
hall and the interface will be in a normal online-meetings platform. 
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Pre-recorded presentations (points needed to unlock) 

A pre-recorded presentations room will be accessible from within the exhibition hall. 
Attendees should ensure they gather sufficient points (obtained by several stand visits) to 
unlock the different presentations. Accumulated points scored and points needed to unlock 
items will be displayed throughout. Attendees will see their own accumulated points on their 
own screens. 

Presentations will be retirement industry related topics delivered by a variety of subject-
matter experts. Content to be non-promotional, thought leadership and be 15 – 30 minutes 
max in length. Please discuss with Chris Brits on 082 457 1833 so we can determine a topic 
that will be suitable for the audience. 

 

 

Prizes 

The following prizes can be won by the 3 attendees with the highest number of accumulated 
points at the end of the conference. 
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Acceptance and Agreement 
 

Please complete the information below, sign and return to EBnet whereupon an 
invoice will be generated for your payment and your sponsorship item can be 
booked and reserved for you. 
 

Exhibition and Sponsorship Items Accepted Please indicate 
items selected 

Cost 

Exhibition Stand Yes / No R 20,500 

Pre-recorded Speaker only Yes / No R 2,500 

Prize Sponsor  Yes / No R 20,000 

Notice Board participation (per single display but 
multiple displays may be taken) 

Yes / No R 5,000 

CPD Content Sponsor Yes / No R 5,000 

   

TOTAL   
*All prices are quoted exclusive of VAT 

 

I hereby accept this proposal which is subject to the Terms stated below and I warrant that I am duly authorised 

to enter into this contract. This order is not subject to cancellation or countermand. 

 

Signature 
 

Full name and Surname  

Company Name  

Tel No.  

Cell No.  

Email   

Date  

 
 
Terms & Disclaimer 
EBnet (The Employee Benefits Network (Pty) Ltd) reserves the right to charge in full for any cancellation.  
EBnet (The Employee Benefits Network (Pty) Ltd) is not endorsing or recommending any content or information provided by 
exhibitors or presenters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Client Company / Organisation  

VAT Number  

Contact Person  

Telephone  

E-mail  
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EXHIBITOR CHECKLIST 
 
 

Item Description Action Deadline 

Exhibitor Agreement Booking Signed and submitted 30 September 2021 

Exhibitor Logo PNG Format 1920 x 1080 
High-res 

Send in folder via 
Dropbox to 
info@ebnet.co.za 

30 September 2021 

Video for exhibitor 
stand 

MP4 Format 1920 x 1080 HD Send in folder via 
Dropbox to 
info@ebnet.co.za 

30 September 2021 

Brochure for 
exhibitor stand 

PDF Format Send in folder via 
Dropbox to 
info@ebnet.co.za 

30 September 2021 

Business Card for 
EBnet Stand 

PDF Format 1920 x 1080 
300DPI 

Send in folder via 
Dropbox to 
info@ebnet.co.za 

30 September 2021 

Exhibitor Live Chat 
link (25 – 29 
October) 

MS Teams personal meeting 
room open. 
Paste link in MS Word and 
save document as 
“[Exhibiting company name] 
Chat link” 

Send in folder via 
Dropbox to 
info@ebnet.co.za 

30 September 2021 

Exhibitor Website 
Link 

Paste link in MS Word and 
save document as 
“[Exhibiting company name] 
Website link” 

Send in folder via 
Dropbox to 
info@ebnet.co.za 

30 September 2021 

Pre-recorded 
speaker video 

15 – 30 minutes  
Recorded in Zoom / MS 
Teams and downloaded in 
MP4 Format 

Send in folder via 
Dropbox to 
info@ebnet.co.za 

30 September 2021 

Networking Area – 
NOTICE BOARD 
Content 

2 Slides max in PDF Format 
1920 x 1080 

Send in folder via 
Dropbox to 
info@ebnet.co.za 

30 September 2021 
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Additional information 
 

 

To find out more about the availability of exhibition and sponsorship 

opportunities, please contact: 

 

Chris Brits 

EBnet 

Mobile: 082 457 1833 

Email: info@ebnet.co.za 

Web: www.ebnet.co.za 

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@ebnet.co.za
http://www.ebnet.co.za/

